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Preferences and OpinionsPreferences and Opinions

My workMy work
1) Understanding opinions – show a review and a 

few things we can do with it. What does the 
text tell us?



Preferences and Opinions – TasksPreferences and Opinions Tasks

Understanding opinions through reviews (ICDM 2012 RecSys 2013)Understanding opinions through reviews (ICDM 2012, RecSys 2013)

U d t di h l i P di ti i i f t t dUnderstanding how people acquire 
tastes (WWW 2013)

Predicting opinions from text and 
social media (under review)



Preferences and Opinions – ApplicationsPreferences and Opinions Applications

Recommend a product/story that I’ll like Identify ‘useful’ opinionsRecommend a product/story that I ll like Identify useful  opinions

Estimate what I’ll purchase



Opinions in NetworksOpinions in Networks



Opinions in NetworksOpinions in Networks

browsed together

bought together



Opinions in Networks – why?Opinions in Networks why?

1. To understand the notions of
substitute and complement goods

is substitutable for

complements



Opinions in Networks – why?Opinions in Networks why?

2. To generate explanations
of why certain products are preferred

People prefer this because:

“Good quality, soft, light 
weight, the colors are beautiful 

and exactly like the picture!”



Opinions in Networks – why?Opinions in Networks why?

3. To recommend
baskets of related items

Query: Suggested outfit:

Query: Suggested outfit:



DataData

Amazon product network:
• thousands of categories

9 million products• 9 million products
• 21 million users
• 140 million reviews
• 300 million relationships



DataData

Four types of relationship:
1) People who viewed X also viewed Y

2) P l h i d X t ll b ht Y2) People who viewed X eventually bought Y

3) People who bought X also bought Yp g g
4) People bought X and Y together

Substitutes (1 and 2), and Complements (3 and 4)



Networks of text and imagesNetworks of text and images

Part 1: Understanding product networks with text

Modeling: Can we use the text of product reviews to model 
relationships between products?relationships between products?

Understanding: Can we explain why people tend to prefer certain 
products over other

Part 2: Understanding product networks with images

Modeling: Can we understand which products have compatible visualModeling: Can we understand which products have compatible visual 
“styles”, and use this to recommend baskets of products to people?
Understanding: Can we discover competing styles of products, and 

understand the visual features common to each?



InspirationInspiration

“I personally find Amazon’s recommendation system for books and music
to be very very good With domains like shirts or shoes it’s murkierto be very, very good... With domains like shirts or shoes, it s murkier 
semantically, and they have less data, and so it’s much poorer”

Mike Jordan (IEEE Spectrum)

“You need to dress better now that you’re a professor”
Laura



Part 1:
Understanding ProductUnderstanding Product 

Networks using Text

from: noduslabs.com



Problem settingProblem setting

Binary prediction task:
Given a pair of products, x and y, predict whether they were 
purchased together, or whether they were chosen randomly



Problem settingProblem setting

But we are not given a distance function:
We need to learn the concept of similarity from data:

Train    by maximum likelihood:



What are we actually learning?What are we actually learning?

How did Amazon generate their ground-truth data?

Given a product: Let      be the set of users
who viewed it 

for every product in the corpus…y p p



What are we actually learning?What are we actually learning?

How did Amazon generate their ground-truth data?

Given a product: Let      be the set of users
who viewed it 

Rank products according to:                      (‘Jaccard index’)

.86 .84             .82             .79               …

Linden, Smith, & York (2003)



Attempt 1: features derived from wordsAttempt 1: features derived from words

Reviews of product i:
[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,5,0,0,0, … ,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,2]

Reviews of product j:
[0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0, … ,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0]

aardvark zoetrope
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Attempt 1: features derived from wordsAttempt 1: features derived from words

Reviews of product i:
[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,5,0,0,0, … ,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,2]

Reviews of product j:
[0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0, … ,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0]

aardvark zoetrope

Hi h di i l• High-dimensional
• Prone to overfitting

T fi i d• Too fine-grained



Attempt 2: features derived from topicsAttempt 2: features derived from topics

Topic models:
Document topics

Topic models:

LDA

Action: Sci-fi

(review of “The Chronicles of Riddick”)

Action:
action, loud, fast, explosion,…

Sci fi
space, future, planet,…

Blei & McAuliffe (2007)



Attempt 2: features derived from topicsAttempt 2: features derived from topics

Reviews of product i:
[0.1, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0.2]

Reviews of product j:
[0.3, 0.1, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1]

action romance



Attempt 2: features derived from topicsAttempt 2: features derived from topics

Reviews of product i:
[0.1, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0.2]

Reviews of product j:
[0.3, 0.1, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1]

action romance

On the right track, but are 
the topics we’re discovering 
relevant to link prediction?p



Attempt 3: directly learn ‘good’ topicsAttempt 3: directly learn good  topics

Learn to discover topics that
explain the graph structureexplain the graph structure



Attempt 3: directly learn ‘good’ topicsAttempt 3: directly learn good  topics

Previously…y

transform

Item “factors” Review “topics”Item factors Review topics

We learned to discover topics that “explained” people’s ratingsWe learned to discover topics that explained  people s ratings

McAuley & Leskovec (2013)



Attempt 3: directly learn ‘good’ topicsAttempt 3: directly learn good  topics

Learn to project documents (reviews) into topicLearn to project documents (reviews) into topic 
space such that related products are nearby



TrainingTraining



Not tractableNot tractable

This works well but has a lot of parametersThis works well, but has a lot of parameters,
e.g. hundreds of topics multiplied by millions of products

Idea: useIdea: use 
the category 
hierarchy to 

if thsparsify the 
model



Not tractableNot tractable

Associate each node in the category 
tree with a small number of topics:p

Now we can fit models with hundreds ofNow we can fit models with hundreds of 
topics but only 10-20 are active per product



ResultsResults

Word 
counts

Topic 
model

Topic model, trained to 
identify predictive topics

Books 86.5% 86.5% 95.1%
Movies 86.7% 86.5% 93.7%
Music 86.7% 87.2% 97.4%
Electronics 86.2% 86.3% 93.8%
Men’s Clothing 83.6% 83.5% 95.2%
Women’s Clothing 82 9% 83 1% 95 2%Women s Clothing 82.9% 83.1% 95.2%

85.4% 85.5% 95.1%



ResultsResults

“Mining subjective 
k l d fknowledge from 

customer reviews” 
(Reyes & Rosso, 2011)



Explaining user preferencesExplaining user preferences

why do people why view
X eventually buy Y?

{baby, pants, pyjamas, colorful}



Explaining user preferencesExplaining user preferences

why do people why view
X eventually buy Y?

“true size, fits well, items are the same color and type as on the picture”



Explaining user preferencesExplaining user preferences

jmcauley.ucsd.edu/amazon/



ExtensionsExtensions

Training on cold-start items:g



ExtensionsExtensions

Friend recommendation on Yelpp



ExtensionsExtensions

Identifies friends/not-friends with 93.3% accuracy/ y



Part 2:
Understanding ProductUnderstanding Product 
Networks using Images

from: fractalwriting.org



Why might images be usefulWhy might images be useful

• Cold-start problems
• Visual explanations 

might be more intuitive
• The image is the most 

important feature for 
many categories



Problem setting (again)Problem setting (again)

[0.723845, 0.153926, 0.757238, 0.983643, … ]

[0.456353, 0.898354, 0.123342, 0.234253, … ]

image featuresimage features



Problem setting (again)Problem setting (again)

[0.723845, 0.153926, 0.757238, 0.983643, … ]

4096-dimensional image features

We used Caffe, a convolutional neural net
trained on ImageNet

http://caffe.berkeleyvision.org/



Attempt 1: distance between featuresAttempt 1: distance between features

Features of (image of) product i:
[0.723845, 0.153926, 0.757238, 0.983643, … ]

Features of product j:
[0.456353, 0.898354, 0.123342, 0.234253, … ]



Attempt 1: distance between featuresAttempt 1: distance between features

Features of (image of) product i:
[0.723845, 0.153926, 0.757238, 0.983643, … ]

Features of product j:
[0.456353, 0.898354, 0.123342, 0.234253, … ]

At best we’ll discover visual similarityAt best we ll discover visual similarity,
but visual relationships are more subtle



Attempt 2: Mahalanobis distanceAttempt 2: Mahalanobis distance

texturetexture

color



Attempt 2: Mahalanobis distanceAttempt 2: Mahalanobis distance

• High-dimensional• High-dimensional
• Prone to overfitting
• Too slow!• Too slow!



Attempt 3: Low-rank MahalanobisAttempt 3: Low rank Mahalanobis

Replace M by an 
approximation of 

low rank



Attempt 3: Low-rank MahalanobisAttempt 3: Low rank Mahalanobis

let

thenthen

W ll thi th ‘ t l ’ b ddi fWe call this the ‘style space’ embedding of x



TrainingTraining



ResultsResults

Books
K

buy after 
viewing

also 
viewed

also 
bought

bought 
together average

1 66.3% 66.1% 66.7% 60.7% 65.0%

Books

10 72.4% 71.6% 72.1% 68.8% 71.2%
100 73.5% 72.4% 73.6% 69.0% 72.1%

K
buy after 
viewing

also 
viewed

also 
bought

bought 
together average

Electronics
K viewing viewed bought together average

1 68.4% 74.7% 64.5% 72.3% 67.5%
10 83.4% 80.4% 77.6% 78.0% 79.9%

100 85.7% 84.0% 82.3% 82.4% 83.6%



ResultsResults

Clothing
K

also 
viewed

also 
bought

bought 
together average

1 78.7% 75.4% 78.9% 77.7%

Clothing

10 88.2% 86.8% 90.7% 88.6%
100 90.0% 90.8% 93.8% 91.5%

K
also 

viewed
also 

bought
bought 

together average

Shoes
K viewed bought together average

1 78.4% 78.9% 89.5% 82.3%
10 94.1% 95.3% 96.1% 95.2%

100 96.6% 97.6% 97.9% 97.4%



Visualizing ‘style space’Visualizing style space

We’ve projected images into a lowWe ve projected images into a low 
dimensional space encoding their style,

what are the “extreme” points?



Visualizing ‘style space’Visualizing style space



Visualizing ‘style space’Visualizing style space



Visualizing ‘style space’Visualizing style space

Which styles are at opposite ends of the spectrum?Which styles are at opposite ends of the spectrum?



Generating recommendationsGenerating recommendations

H th t t t d ti ?How can we use the system to generate recommendations?

Query: Suggested outfit:



Generating recommendationsGenerating recommendations

H th t t t d ti ?How can we use the system to generate recommendations?

Query: Suggested outfit:



Generating recommendationsGenerating recommendations



Conclusion
and future work



Relationships via text and imagesRelationships via text and images

low-dimensional 
representation



Future workFuture work

• How have visual styles evolved over time?y
• Can text and images be combined to model relationships?

• How can we personalize these models to predict opinions?• How can we personalize these models to predict opinions?



Data & codeData & code

Data and code is will be made available on
cseweb ucsd edu/~julian/cseweb.ucsd.edu/ julian/



Thanks!Thanks!

Jure 
Leskovec

Gary 
Cottrell

Anton van 
den Hengel

Qinfeng
“Javen” Shig

e-mail: jmcauley@cs.ucsd.edu


